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The enhanced diffusion of donor atoms, via a vacancy (V)-mechanism, severely affects the
realization of ultrahigh doped regions in miniaturized germanium (Ge) based devices. In this work,
we report a study about the effect of fluorine (F) on the diffusion of arsenic (As) in Ge and give
insights on the physical mechanisms involved. With these aims we employed experiments in Ge
co-implanted with F and As and density functional theory calculations. We demonstrate that the
implantation of F enriches the Ge matrix in V, causing an enhanced diffusion of As within the layer
amorphized by F and As implantation and subsequently regrown by solid phase epitaxy. Next to
the end-of-range damaged region F forms complexes with Ge interstitials, that act as sinks for V
and induce an abrupt suppression of As diffusion. The interaction of Ge interstitials with fluorine
interstitials is confirmed by theoretical calculations. Finally, we prove that a possible F-As
chemical interaction does not play any significant role on dopant diffusion. These results can be
applied to realize abrupt ultra-shallow n-type doped regions in future generation of Ge-based
C 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3592962]
devices. V

I. INTRODUCTION

Germanium has been the first semiconductor in the
microelectronic industry but it was replaced by silicon in the
sixties and since then it was almost abandoned. Recently, Ge
has received renewed scientific and industrial interest1 due to
its strong potential as high-mobility carrier material2,3 together with its high compatibility with the existing Si-based
technology.
Implantation and diffusion of dopants are crucial steps
for the realization of Ge-based devices. Although p-type
dopants, such as B,4,5 Al,6 Ga,7,8 and In (Refs. 9 and 10) exhibit a low diffusivity in Ge, n-type dopants, such as P,4,11
As,4,12 and Sb (Ref. 4) have a high diffusivity, hampering
the formation of ultra-shallow junctions in Ge. It is today
well assessed that both intrinsic and extrinsic diffusion of
donor dopants in Ge is fully described on the basis of a
vacancy (V)-mediated mechanism.13,14
In the past, co-doping with C was considered in order to
reduce the enhanced donor diffusion in Ge.15,16 It was found
that co-doping with C leads to a retardation of donor atom
transport via the formation of less mobile carbon-vacancydonor clusters.15,16 A recent theoretical study by some of the
present authors calculated that F might suppress donor diffusion in Ge under equilibrium conditions by affecting the concentration of free V.17 Presently, however, there is no
experimental evidence of the role of F in the microscopic
diffusion mechanism of donor dopants in Ge. The effect of F
in engineering point defects (vacancies and self-interstitials)
a)
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and, as a consequence, in affecting the diffusion of dopants
in Si was extensively investigated by our group, and consists
in the annihilation of self-interstitials at nano-bubbles
introduced in the crystalline matrix through a complex mechanism of F segregation and incorporation within the crystalline phase.18–26
The aim of this work is to study in detail the effect of F
in modifying As diffusion in Ge. For this purpose, we performed structural and chemical characterizations of Ge samples co-implanted with F and As and annealed with different
thermal budgets. We also performed atomistic calculations
on the stability of defect complexes formed between F and
point defects. Crossing the experimental and theoretical
results we clarify the physical mechanisms by which F modifies the point defect density and, as a consequence, the diffusion of As in Ge. Our results shed light on the behavior of F
in Ge and might allow a higher control of As and, in general,
of n-type dopant diffusion for the fabrication of advanced
high-performance Ge-based devices.
II. METHODS
A. Experimental

A germanium Czochralski wafer, (100)-oriented, p-type
(with a bulk resistivity higher than 40 Xcm) was implanted
with Fþ and then with Asþ ions at fluences (energies) of
1  1015 F/cm2 (35 keV) and 3  1013 As/cm2 (50 keV). The
arsenic implantation was designed to fall entirely within the
F-enriched region.27 As will be illustrated in Sec. III A, such
an implantation induced an amorphization of the Ge matrix
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down to a depth of 80 nm. A wafer preamorphized with
Geþ ions at fluence (energy) of 2  1014 Ge/cm2 (100 keV)
and then implanted with Asþ ions was used as reference
sample. The energy and fluence of the Geþ ions implantation
where chosen to amorphize the Ge matrix to about the same
depth of the sample implanted with F and As.28 After implantation a 40 nm-SiO2 cap was deposited by sputtering at
room temperature onto all investigated samples. The silicon
dioxide cap was used to avoid any possible dopant out-diffusion
during the following thermal treatments.29 The samples were
annealed for 1 h at the temperatures of 400, 450, 500, or
600  C. All thermal treatments were performed in a conventional furnace under a controlled N2 flux.
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) analyses
in channeling configuration were carried out to investigate
the thickness of the amorphous layers formed by ion implantation. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed with a 200 keV 2010 JEOL instrument to investigate
the implantation-induced damage and the residual crystalline
disorder after the thermal treatments. Cross-section TEM
(X-TEM) samples were prepared, after a dip in HF to remove
the silicon dioxide, by means of standard X-TEM preparation
with mechanical grinding and ion milling performed in a
GATAN-PIPS apparatus at low energy (3 keV Ar) and low
incidence (7 ) to minimize the irradiation damage.
Chemical depth profiles of F and As were obtained by
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) using a Cameca
IMS-4f instrument with a Csþ 14.5 keV sputtering beam and
collecting 19F76Ge and 75As76Ge molecular ions. The
analyses were performed without removing the silicon dioxide layer. The depth scale of the profiles was calibrated by
measuring the crater depths with a profilometer and assuming constant erosion rates. Dedicated measurements revealed
almost equal erosion rates for the silicon dioxide layer and
the germanium bulk.
B. Theoretical

In order to investigate the interactions between F and
self-interstitials in Ge, we employed the density functional
theory (DFT) code CASTEP30 using the Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof generalized gradient approximation functional31
and ultrasoft pseudopotentials.32 A supercell of 64 site tetragonal diamond structure Ge was repeated in space using
periodic boundary conditions. The plane wave basis energy
cutoff was 350 eV. 2  2  2 Monkhorst-Pack (MP)33 kpoint sampling was used. The unit-cell parameters and the
atomic coordinates were relaxed using energy minimization
until the largest forces were less than 0.05 eV/Å with a total
energy convergence tolerance not exceeding 105 eV/atom.
This methodology adequately describes the defect chemistry
of Ge and related materials as was demonstrated by comparing the predictions with experimental results.34,35
The computational parameters and supercell size in the
present study sufficiently describe the system as discussed in
recent works of related systems in Ge and other group-IV
semiconductors.36–38 This is because in the 64 supercell the
fluorine atoms and other defects are adequately separated
from their periodic images. At these distances the defect-
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defect interactions are very small and therefore the dopant
and its periodic image interactions will not affect the results.
As demonstrated by Probert and Payne36 larger MP k-point
grids and supercell sizes lead to small differences in the
defect energies. In Ge typical energy differences are less
than 0.05 eV, whereas the trends are maintained.
The attraction between point defect [Ge vacancies (V) or
Ge interstitials (Gei)], As substitutional atoms, and F interstitials can be quantified by calculating the binding energies.
The binding energy of n F interstitial atoms to m V and x As
atoms to form an AsxVmFn cluster in Ge is given by
Eb ðAsx Vm Fn GeNxm ¼ EðAsx Vm Fn GeNxm ÞxEðAsGeN1 Þ
nEðFGeN ÞmEðVGeN1 Þ
þðxþmþn1ÞEðGeN Þ;

(1)

where E(AsxVmFnGeNxm) is the energy of a N lattice
supercell that contains Nxm Ge atoms, n F atoms, m V
and x As atoms; E(AsGeN1) is the energy of a supercell that
contains one As and N1 Ge atoms; E(FGeN) is the energy
of a supercell that contains one F interstitial and N Ge atoms;
E(VGeN1) is the energy of a supercell that contains one V
and N1 Ge atoms; and E(GeN) is the energy of a supercell
that contains N Ge atoms.
Similarly the binding energy to form a FGei pair is given
by
Eb ðFGei GeN Þ ¼ EðFGei GeN Þ  EðFGeN Þ
EðGei GeN Þ þ EðGeN Þ;

(2)

where E(FGeiGeN) is the energy of a N lattice supercell that
contains N Ge atoms (at their diamond lattice sites), a Ge interstitial and a F interstitial; E(GeiGeN) is the energy of a N
lattice supercell that contains N Ge atoms (at their diamond
lattice sites) and a Ge interstitial. According to these equations a negative binding energy indicates that the cluster is
more energetically favorable with respect to its constituent
components.

III. RESULTS
A. Experiment

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the concentration profiles of
F (lines with circles) and As (lines without circles) measured
by SIMS, in samples implanted with 1  1015 F/cm2 at 35
keV and then with 3  1013 As/cm2 at 50 keV and annealed
up to 600  C, while Fig. 1(c) shows the concentration profile
of As (lines) in the reference samples without F. The SiO2/
Ge interface (at a depth of 40 nm) is indicated by a vertical
straight line. The rise of the F and As signals at the SiO2/Ge
interface (i.e., the peaks at the depth of 40 nm, as well as
the tails extending down to 80 nm) is an artifact of the
SIMS technique due to mass interferences, interface transient
effects, and atom relocation during the analyses. Annealing
at 400  C for 1 h seems not to affect the As profile significantly, both in the sample with F and in the reference sample
[dashed-dotted lines in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)], whereas the F
profile changes considerably [dashed-dotted line with circles
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FIG. 1. Concentration profiles of F (lines with circles) and As (lines without
circles) in the samples co-implanted with F, (a) and (b), respectively, and As
(lines) in the reference samples without F (c), just after the implantations
(straight lines) and after annealing for 1 h at 400  C (dashed-dotted lines),
450  C (straight thick lines), 500  C (dashed lines), or 600  C (dotted lines).
The vertical rectangle indicates the region containing the band of EOR
defects, which are present in the sample enriched with F up to the temperatures of 450  C.

in Fig. 1(a)]. In fact, about 80% of the implanted F fluence is
lost during the thermal treatment. A pronounced dip of the F
profile at 80 nm (40 nm below the SiO2/Ge interface) and a
pileup (with a concentration peak of 4.5  1019 F/cm3) at a
depth of 125 nm (85 below the SiO2/Ge interface) are
formed. Such a pileup is still present after 1 h at 450  C
(thick straight line with circles), but with a lower peak concentration of 1.5  1019 F/cm3 with respect to the one
obtained after 400  C.
This F behavior is striking and has a significant and interesting influence on the diffusion of As. In fact, the As profile,
obtained after 1 h at 450  C [thick straight line in Fig. 1(b)],
shows a significant diffusion in the region between the SiO2/
Ge interface and the depth of 110 nm (i.e., 70 nm below
the SiO2/Ge interface), but an abrupt interruption of the diffusion is present next to the accumulation peak of fluorine. By
comparing the above results with the behavior of the reference
sample without F [thick straight line in Fig. 1(c)], it is clear
that the F influences the As behavior with two different
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mechanisms: (a) an enhancement of the diffusion within the
re-grown layer down to a depth of 110 nm (i.e., 70 nm
below the SiO2/Ge interface), and (b) a suppression of the As
diffusion just before the F accumulation peak. The enhancement of the diffusion can be evidenced considering the As
concentration at the depth of 110 nm in the reference sample
without F: 4.5  1017 As/cm3, with that in the F-implanted
sample: 1.1  1018 As/cm3 (higher in this last sample by a factor of 2.4). The suppression of As diffusion next to the accumulation peak of F is remarkable as it might limit the
diffusion of As in Ge for ultra-shallow junction formation
technology. Interestingly, the resulting profile at 450  C in
Fig. 1(b) is much steeper than the as-implanted profile.
By increasing the annealing temperature at 500  C a complete loss of F is observed, the F profile falls below the measurement background of 8  1016 F/cm3 [dashed line with
circles in Fig. 1(a)]. Concerning the As profiles, after 1 h at 500

C the As [dashed line in Fig. 1(b)] shows an enhanced diffusion in the sample enriched with F with respect to the reference
sample [dashed line in Fig. 1(c)] and this nicely correlates with
the complete loss of F observed in Fig. 1(a) confirming that the
suppression of As diffusion at the depth of 120 nm observed
at 450  C is related to F. After 600  C the diffusion profiles of
As are similar in samples with and without F [dotted lines in
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. This demonstrates that the effect of fluorine on As diffusion vanishes at high temperatures.
It is worth to note that the chemical profiles of F after
the different thermal treatments seem to not be affected by
the presence of As nor any accumulation of F in correspondence with As is observed [see Fig. 1(a)]. These results
likely suggest that there is not a direct interaction between F
and As atoms in form of FAs complexes.
More insights on the above phenomena can be obtained
from the X-TEM images reported in Fig. 2. Panel (a) shows

FIG. 2. TEM cross section views of the samples co-implanted with F and
As just after the implantations (a) and after annealing for 1 h at 400  C (b),
450  C (c), or 500  C (d).
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that the sample co-implanted with F and As presents, just after the implantation, an amorphous layer extending from the
surface down to a depth of 80 nm (note that the oxide layer
was removed before the analyses). After 1 h at 400  C [Fig.
2(b)] the amorphous layer is completely re-grown by solid
phase epitaxy (SPE) with the re-crystallized region free of
detectable defects, but an end-of-range (EOR) defect band,
50 nm thick, is observed beyond the original amorphous/
crystalline interface, i.e., at 80–130 nm below the Ge surface. After 1 h at 450  C, these defects survive in the Fenriched sample, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The defect band is
also schematically represented in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) by a
vertical rectangle. These EOR defects have the form of small
dots and are similar to those observed by the group of A.
Claverie after SPE regrowth of amorphous layers created by
ion implantation in Ge.39 They identified these defects as interstitial-type, as confirmed by Bisognin et al. with high resolution x-ray diffraction measurements.40 The reference
sample (not shown) presents after ion implantation an amorphous layer similar to that reported in Fig. 2(a) (as verified
by RBS analysis) but, in contrast to the sample enriched with
F, after annealing at 400  C for 1 h no defects are observed
by X-TEM within the sensitivity of the technique. This is in
agreement with the results recently published by our group
showing that EOR defects formed by Geþ ion implantation,
i.e., without any effect of impurities included intentionally,
should disappear, according to X-TEM images, after 1 h
annealing at a temperature above a threshold located
between 380  C and 420  C.41 Therefore, F implantation
affects not only As diffusion but also increases significantly
the stability of the EOR defects. In addition, it is important
to note that the band of EOR defects shown in Figs. 2(b) and
2(c) has the same depth as the F pileup shown in Fig. 1(a).
These observations strongly support the idea that the additional thermal budget needed to dissolve the EOR defects in
the sample enriched by F is due to a decoration of the defects
by F atoms that significantly increase their stability. The
above considerations led us to assume the formation of FGei
clusters, whose existence is supported by the theoretical
investigation reported in Sec. III B, and suggest that such
FGei clusters are the cause of the interesting diffusive behavior of As shown in Fig. 1(b). By increasing the temperature
to 500  C, the EOR defects are completely dissolved also in
the sample enriched with F, as shown in the X-TEM image
of Fig. 2(d). This nicely correlates with the complete loss of
F shown in Fig. 1(a) and further supports the idea of a stabilization of EOR defects due to their decoration with F atoms.
B. Theory

In Ge fluorine interstitial can occupy the bond-center
position or the tetrahedral position17 [see Lopez et al. for a
detailed discussion of F interstitials in Si (Ref. 20)]. We
recently found the bond-center position for the F interstitial
to be favored by 0.38 eV compared to the tetrahedral position.17 These predictions are consistent with previous results
for F interstitial in Si.20,42
In previous DFT work we calculated that FnVm clusters
can form in F-enriched Ge where there is a high concentra-
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TABLE I. Binding energies Eb (eV) for clusters formed between V, Gei, As
substitutional atoms, and F interstitials in Ge.
Defect cluster

Eb (eV)

FV
F2V
F3V
F4V
AsV
AsVF
AsVF2
AsVF3
FGei

-1.19a
-2.22a
-3.27a
-5.00a
-0.60b
-1.76a
-2.87a
-4.00a
-0.60

a

Reference 17.
Reference 44.

b

tion of F and a supersaturation of vacancies.17 The driving
force for the formation of FnVm clusters is the saturation by F
of the dangling bonds created by the lattice vacancies. FnVm
clusters for which all the dangling bonds are saturated (i.e.,
F4V or F6V2) exhibit the highest binding energies (refer to
Eq. (1) and Table I for the binding energies of FnV clusters).
This is analogous to previous findings in Si.42 We demonstrated recently, using a mass action approach, that the most
bound clusters are not necessarily the most populous.17
Indeed smaller clusters such as FV, F2V2, or F3V2 can often
dominate the concentration of FnVm related clusters especially at high temperatures (above 850 K).17
Previously it was assumed that the FnVm clusters are the
dominant defects in Ge enriched with F.17 It is determined,
however, that Gei can also become dominant next to the
EOR damaged region. Here we calculated the attraction
between a F interstitial atom and a Ge interstitial atom by
calculating the binding energy of a FGei pair [refer to Eq.
(2)]. In the present study, we predict that the FGei pair, consisting of a F interstitial at bond-center position and a Gei at
tetrahedral position, is bound by -0.60 eV. Although the
binding energy of the FGei pair is smaller compared to the
binding energies of the FnVm clusters reported in Table I it
can become important when there is a supersaturation of Gei
(i.e., next to the EOR region). This is because a supersaturation of Gei will lead to the suppression of vacancies. Assuming a simple mass action treatment (as the one in Ref. 17) the
suppression of vacancies will effectively lead to the demise
of the FnVm and related clusters such as AsVFn (Table I).
This can lead to the domination of the FGei pairs and related
clusters even though their binding energies are relatively
small (Table I). Therefore, in the event of an encounter
between a F interstitial and a Gei it is likely to form a FGei
pair that will impact the diffusion properties.
IV. DISCUSSION

Based on the experimental and theoretical results, the
peculiar diffusion behavior of As in presence of F [see Fig.
1(b)] can be described through the following scenario. During SPE at 400  C most of F leaves the sample [see Fig.
1(a)]. After 450  C an excess of V located within the region
between the SiO2/Ge interface and the defect band, probably
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left by the SPE process in presence of F, could be responsible for the observed enhanced diffusion of As [see Fig. 1(b)
and for comparison Fig. 1(c)]. In addition, next to the F accumulation peak the possible formation of FGei complexes represents a sink for V that is considered to suppress the
diffusion of As [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The formation of
FGei complexes is supported by several observations, such
as the superposition of the EOR defect band with the F
pileup, the correlation of the dissolution of the EOR defects
with the erosion of the F pileup and the stabilization of the
EOR defects in the presence of F. The existence of FGei
clusters is also confirmed by theoretical calculations (see
Sec. III B). Therefore, these two different regions, one rich
in vacancies and one rich in interstitials, might explain the
opposite diffusive behavior of As observed within the regrown layer (diffusion enhanced) and close to the EOR
defects (diffusion suppressed). The latter effect is crucial, as
it demonstrates the ability of F in blocking the diffusion of
the dopants via a V-mediated mechanism.
After annealing at 500  C, a complete loss of F is
observed [see Fig. 1(a)]. This result goes along with the complete dissolution of the EOR defects observed by X-TEM
[see Fig. 2(d)]. Probably at this temperature, the FGei clusters completely dissolve leaving as a consequence the F free
to diffuse apparently for long distances. The observed highmobility of F in Ge when not trapped by a defect is striking
and demands further investigations. Concerning the As profiles, after 500  C the As shows an enhanced diffusion in the
sample enriched with F with respect to the reference sample
without F [see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The reason for this
enhanced diffusion is compatible with the complete dissolution of the EOR defects (i.e., traps for V). The dissolution of
EOR defects leaves the As free to migrate and a material
free of sinks for V. A residual concentration of V may still be
present at this temperature within the re-grown layer that
causes the enhanced As diffusion. After 600  C the diffusion
profiles of As are similar in samples with and without F [see
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. This demonstrates that the effect of fluorine on As diffusion and defect evolution vanishes at high
temperatures.
In addition, we have excluded a hypothetical chemical
bond between F and As atoms. This result is also confirmed
by DFT calculations in conjunction with mass action analysis, which calculated that the concentration of clusters containing both donor atoms and F atoms are never of
importance.17
Our study shows that F behaves in a similar way in Ge
and in Si. In details, the observed long-range migration of F
[see Fig. 1(a)], the ability of F to enrich the Ge matrix in V
[responsible for the observed enhanced diffusion of As, see
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] and the decoration of the EOR defects
by F atoms [see Fig. 1(a)] are three physical phenomena yet
showed in Si.18–26,43
V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we presented a detailed study concerning
the effect of F in modifying the diffusion of As in Ge. For
this purpose, we performed structural and chemical charac-
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terizations of Ge samples co-implanted with F and As and
annealed with different thermal budgets. We propose that the
implantation of F enriches the Ge matrix in V. This enhances
the diffusion of As within the layer amorphized by F and As
implantation, that is subsequently re-grown by SPE. Next to
the EOR damaged region F forms complexes with Ge interstitials, which represent efficient sinks for V and induce a
suppression of As diffusion. This result is crucial, as it demonstrates the ability of F in blocking dopant diffusion mediated by V. The formation of FGei complexes is supported by
atomistic calculations. Moreover, we conclude that the F-As
chemical interaction does not play any significant role in
dopant diffusion, in good agreement with theoretical results.
Our results, showing the ability of F in modifying the point
defects density of the Ge matrix, shed light on the F behavior
in Ge and allow a better control of n-type dopant diffusion
during Ge-based device processing.
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